
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

But now you and I _______________, and talk very seriously.1. (talk)have to talk

He knew exactly where he was, he ___________________ so
considerably for the unforeseen.
2.

(past/not/allow)
had not to allow

But ________________________________________ till he is fifty-five
before receiving a pension?
3.

(why/a working man/should/wait/?)
why should a working man have to wait

One ____________________________ a particular program to note that
the central need of any program at the present day is an adequate conception
of the nature of intelligence and its place in action.

4.

(not/forecast)

does not have to forecast

They ____________________ to come back.5. (past/passive/allow)had to be allowed

I ___________________ about a greenhouse, because the garden has no
greenhouse.
6.

(past/not/think)
had not to think

I ___________________ very busy, you see.7. (shall/be)shall have to be

She ________________ hard to hear it.8. (past/listen)had to listen

He ______________ shelter, find help.9. (past/find)had to find

I ______________ his word for it.10. (past/take)had to take

He _________________ that Henry was clever.11. (past/concede)had to concede

____________________________ to her?12. (what/he/could/say/?)What could he have to say

I'm telling you, so you may see that you _________________ with moral
degeneracy.
13.

(not/do)
have not to do

____________________________________ him?14.
(what/old Morin/would/tell/?)

What would old Morin have to tell

Whenever I ______________________________ the baby, I went to see
her; but that baby needed a great deal of care!
15.

(past/not/take care of)
didn't have to take care of
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You ____________________ the cottages or live in them.16. (not/build)have not to build

Kings mostly must depend upon Parliaments for their civil lists of
expenditure; but Capitalism _______________________ leave of anybody; it
appropriates what it wants.

17.

(not/ask)
does not have to ask

Mr. Jones: We have used it on pecans and walnuts for the reason that it
____________________________ as it bursts off with the growth of the tree.
18.

(passive/not/untie)
doesn't have to be untied

For one thing, we _________________________ our way along the
complicated route by which we had been brought down to our prison.
19.

(past/not/retrace)

didn't have to retrace

They ______________________ and stew up corn-stalks to get sorghum
for their coffee, as we used to do.
20.

(not/grind)
don't have to grind
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